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It is appears that if we start with a magnetic field at one point in space and change it with time, 
Maxwell’s equations dictate that magnetic fields and electric fields are created at surrounding points, 
where there are NO free charges and/or free currents, i.e. 𝑞 = 𝐽 = 0, as follows:
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– that is to say that the disturbance initiated by the changing magnetic field propagates away from its 
point of origin, indicated by the dashed line in the Figure below.   



Intensity distribution of linear antenna:

Emitter/receiver

𝐼𝑡𝑠 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑜𝑦𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑁 ∝ 𝑁0𝑠𝑖𝑛
2𝜃, independent of 

𝜑, 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑛𝑢𝑡 − 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛.
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Dynamic simulations 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antenna_(radio)#/media/File:Dipole_xmting_antenna_animation_4_408x318x150ms.gif
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antenna_(radio)#/media/File:Dipole_xmting_antenna_animation_4_408x318x150ms.gif
https://www.google.co.il/search?q=magnetic+dipole+antenna&tbm=isch&tbs=rimg:CStZlFzUucuTIji3yJYOvOTyqRBRIYieA_1aROhIrh_1U79MkG3dRtRg5-4UXiwM61KMQfJSArb3alb1EU888rg0GxWSoSCbfIlg685PKpEcffx9THo5crKhIJEFEhiJ4D9pERSFMA8N3yvxgqEgk6EiuH9Tv0yRFqiOZF5sjk4SoSCQbd1G1GDn7hEZRNdYEIxRmCKhIJReLAzrUoxB8RSNUfnWQKLHYqEgklICtvdqVvURG26JxpCGhCFCoSCRTzzyuDQbFZEfbG3VDqA-ao&tbo=u&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiGqI7Nj7DeAhUCsaQKHUMRCvcQ9C96BAgBEBs&biw=1094&bih=475&dpr=1.25#imgrc=2xPBa9yCM9D0KM:
https://www.google.co.il/search?q=magnetic+dipole+antenna&tbm=isch&tbs=rimg:CStZlFzUucuTIji3yJYOvOTyqRBRIYieA_1aROhIrh_1U79MkG3dRtRg5-4UXiwM61KMQfJSArb3alb1EU888rg0GxWSoSCbfIlg685PKpEcffx9THo5crKhIJEFEhiJ4D9pERSFMA8N3yvxgqEgk6EiuH9Tv0yRFqiOZF5sjk4SoSCQbd1G1GDn7hEZRNdYEIxRmCKhIJReLAzrUoxB8RSNUfnWQKLHYqEgklICtvdqVvURG26JxpCGhCFCoSCRTzzyuDQbFZEfbG3VDqA-ao&tbo=u&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiGqI7Nj7DeAhUCsaQKHUMRCvcQ9C96BAgBEBs&biw=1094&bih=475&dpr=1.25#imgrc=2xPBa9yCM9D0KM:


𝐡𝐚𝐥𝐟 𝐰𝐚𝐯𝐞 𝐝𝐢𝐩𝐨𝐥𝐞 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐝𝐢𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐢𝐭𝐲 .

The half wave dipole is the most widely used version of the dipole 
antenna or aerial.  The antenna is half wavelength long, the shortest 
resonant length that can be used for a resonant dipole.

It is typically fed in its center where the impedance falls to its lowest. In 
this way, the antenna consists of the feeder connected to two quarter 
wavelength elements in line with each other.

The voltage and current levels vary along the length of the radiating section of the 
antenna. This occurs because standing waves are set up along the length of the 
radiating element.

At the ends of the antenna the current  is zero and hence the voltage maximum.  At the 

center,  
𝝀

𝟒
from its ends, the current is maximal and the voltage is minimal.   

The radiant power in any direction can be obtained by treating the whole dipole as a 
sett of Hertzian dipoles, each has a different distance to any point in space.  

𝐴 Τ𝜆 2 dipole is efficient radiator than Hertzian dipole since its radiation resistance is   
~73Ω, providing a better match to connecting cables, which usually have a 
characteristic impedance of about 75Ω.



Antenna radiation resistance/impedance

The mean power 𝑃 radiated from an ocilating Hertzian dipole, in analogy to a resistor, can be expressed as 
𝐼2𝑅 where R here the radiation resistance 𝑅𝑟𝑎𝑑 of the source.
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Hence, for instance, a dipole with 
𝑑𝑙

𝜆
= 0.01 ℎ𝑎𝑠 𝑅𝑟𝑎𝑑 ≈ 0.08 Ω



Earth  can be used as a mirror 

Linear antenna Loop antenna 







Directivity:  a fundamental antenna parameter. It is a measure of how 'directional' an antenna's radiation 

pattern is. An antenna that radiates equally in all directions would have effectively zero directionality, and 
the directivity of this type of antenna would be 1 (or 0 dB).   

There cases where that concentrated radiation  
energy is undesired, e.g. when all-round 
broadcasting over- wide area is required.  

The greatest directivity is achieved by using a linear 
planar array of dipoles fed in certain phase 
relationships.   For instance, a single line parallel 
vertical dipoles fed in phase behaves like a liner 
diffraction grating and produce an intense zero 
order beam perpendicular to the plane of the array. 

Array directivity diagram

1st order





https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antenna_(radio)#/media/File:Canberra
_Deep_Dish_Communications_Complex_-_GPN-2000-000502.jpg

The earth act as mirror and hence double the antenna length

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antenna_(radio)#/media/File:Canberra_Deep_Dish_Communications_Complex_-_GPN-2000-000502.jpg


Radio frequency bands 


